Continuing Education for Electricians and Contractors

Popular code seminar instructor Ryan Jackson will teach this course. Ryan has authored the book Complete Guide to the NEC Charges. Course approved for CE credit in Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota, Iowa and Maryland.

2020 NEC Changes / NFPA 70E, 12 hours of Code, 4 hours of Safety: Analyzing major changes to the NEC this code cycle. Course covers dozens of the most significant changes and includes discussion of the intent and ramifications of the Code changes. In accordance with new DOPL regulations for electrician CE credit, Ryan will cover the basics of NFPA 70E, the Standard for Electrical Safety in the Workplace.

UBTech Vernal Campus

September 24th – 25th (Thursday – Friday) 8 AM - 5 PM

Cost: $270 (16hr.) | $170 (8hr.) Custom Fit Cost: $162 (16hr.) | $102 (8hr.)

Uintah Basin Technical College is a DOPL approved provider for continuing education for electricians, journeymen, apprentices, and contractors. Electricians must complete 16 hours of continuing education every 2 years; 12 must be Code, 4 hours must be Safety. CE hours are reported to DOPL by UBTech. CE Hours must be completed by November 30, 2021.

Recommended Texts, but not required:
• 2020 Code Book, Cost: $124 / Custom Fit cost: $74.40
• Complete Guide to NEC Changes, Cost: $88 / Custom Fit cost: $52.80

*Custom Fit available for eligible companies, CALL BEFORE YOU REGISTER.
Custom Fit reduces tuition and book costs by 40 percent. For questions or to sign up contact Lezlee at 725.7109, lezlee@ubtech.edu – or Heather at 725.7127, hlowry@ubtech.edu

Register Here https://2020nec_changessept24-25-ubtech-customfit.eventbrite.com